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Iya Terra - Don't Matta
Tom: B

m

            [Intro Parte 1]

[Intro Parte 2]

       Bm
Well I was lost
                Gbm
And you showed me the way
Em
I felt your lovin was a precious thing yanno
Bm      Gbm
Even though im not with you girl
Em
Reminisce on those times I had with you girl
        Bm      Gbm
Because you would come over and we?d both get high
Em
Play you my song and you can always vibe with me
Bm      Gbm
Your type of lovin girl It moves me yeah
Em
But if you love something you got to set it free

        Bm      Gbm
Cause it don?t matta where you stay
        Em
You?ll always be my baby

Bm      Gbm
Say, you can be a million miles away
        Em
And still receive my love
        Bm      Gbm     Em
Cause it don?t matta where you are I got you right inside my
heart
        Bm      Gbm
You could be close you could be far
        Em
You?ll always be my baby

        Bm                              Gbm
I loved you most cause you were always by my side
Em
Tell you my secrets And In you I can confide
Bm      Gbm
Ill be your light in this dark time yyyeaah
Em
Layin with you in the stillness of the night
Bm      Gbm
Things change, we go our separate ways
Em
Some will say our lovin? was a passing phase yanno
Bm      Gbm     Em
You and I we know better then that Ill be waitin for you if ya
come back

        Bm      Gbm
Cause it don?t matta where you stay
        Em
You?ll always be my baby

Bm      Gbm
Say, you can be a million miles away
        Em
And still receive my love
        Bm      Gbm     Em
Cause it don?t matta where you are I got you right inside my
heart
        Bm      Gbm
You could be close you could be far
        Em
You?ll always be my baby
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